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Abstract. In this paper we study the evaporation of a four-dimensional spherically symmetric black
hole formed during a gravitational collapse, analyzing the backreaction of a massless conformally coupled
quantum scalar field by means of the semiclassical Einstein equation. We link the evaporation and the
corresponding black hole mass loss to an ingoing negative energy flux at the dynamical horizon and we
show how the quantum matter trace anomaly sources that flux once a suitable averaged energy condition
is assumed outside the black hole horizon. This condition is satisfied by the background matter in most
realistic classical models of spherically symmetric stellar collapse. Finally, as an example, we evaluate
explicitly the negative ingoing flux and the corresponding rate of evaporation in case of a null radiating
star described by the Vaidya spacetime.

1

Introduction

Even if a complete description of the interplay between matter and gravity at a fundamental level should
be provided by a full theory of quantum gravity, semiclassical gravity and quantum field theory on curved
spacetimes brought an important framework to investigate how quantum effects related to matter fields
affect the geometry of the spacetime. Once a state for the quantum field is fixed, the back-reaction on
the classical background can be studied using the semiclassical Einstein equation
Gµν = 8π h:Tµν :iω

(1)

in units convention G = c = ~ = 1. In this approximation, the classical Einstein tensor Gµν is equated
to the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor :Tµν : of a quantum theory, evaluated on a state
ω. The classical background is a four-dimensional globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, g), where M is a
smooth manifold and g a Lorentzian metric with signature (−, +, +, +). It is often argued that solutions
of eq. (1) furnish approximations to models of a more fundamental theory of quantum gravity valid in
the regime where Rµνρσ Rµνρσ  m4P , with mP denoting the Planck mass, and when the fluctuations
of the stress-energy tensor are small [KF93]. One of the most important application of the semiclassical
Einstein equation consists in the analysis of the evaporation of dynamical black holes [Wal95,Bal84,BB89]
formed by the gravitational collapse. Actually, when the back-reaction is not taken into account and when
matter is described by any quantum field which is in the vacuum in the asymptotic past, it happens that
a Schwarzschild black hole emits radiation at large distance. This radiation is called Hawking radiation
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and it can be shown that its power spectrum is of thermal nature. The temperature TH read in this
spectrum is known as Hawking temperature and it is given in terms of the black hole mass
TH =

1
,
8πkB M

(2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Since the state of quantum matter is assumed to be the vacuum in
the asymptotic past, the power of the radiation at future infinity is associated with an instantaneous loss
of the black hole mass. In the adiabatic approximation, namely with the assumption that the spacetime
is instantaneously described by the Schwarzschild metric, one obtains that the black hole is evaporating
at a fixed rate proportional to M −2 [Haw74, Haw75, Pag76]. Actually, since the horizon radius is also
proportional to the mass, the black hole is expected to shrink during the evaporation.
It would be desirable to go beyond the adiabatic approximation and to investigate black hole evaporation with a full dynamical model governed by a local equation. In this case, concepts like event horizon
and its adiabatic changes need to be substituted with apparent horizon and its evolution during evaporation [AK02, AK03, AK04]. The main difference between an event (static) horizon and an apparent
(dynamical) horizon consists in its properties as a geometric surface: whereas an event horizon is always
of null type, a trapping horizon can evolve in a spacelike or timelike surface, which implies that the area of
the horizon can increase or decrease, as well for the black hole mass, respectively in a formation or evaporation process. Hence, while the value of the Hawking temperature results to be constant on an event
horizon, for dynamical black holes it depends on the evolution of the apparent horizon [VAC11, KPV21].
The process of evaporation can be semiclassically explained by the presence of an ingoing negative
energy flux on the horizon, violating the classical null energy condition T (k, k) ≥ 0 for all null vectors
k. This flux is responsible of both the shrink of its area and of the production of an outgoing positive
energy flux, asymptotically described as Hawking radiation. Actually, such a violation is not indeed
surprising, since it has been proven that a very large class of pointwise energy conditions are not valid
when quantum fields are involved, even in flat spacetime (the Casimir effect, for instance). See e.g.
[FR97, Fla97] and the references therein. However, these conditions can often be replaced by their
averaged counterparts, i.e., the averaged energy conditions, in which the pointwise expectation value
of the stress-energy tensor is replaced by a renormalized stress-energy tensor smeared with a suitable
positive test function. The validity of the quantum averaged energy conditions has been established in
many contexts, see e.g. [WY91, FR95, FR96, FR03, FV03, Brow18, FK20, SV08, FKK20]. In particular,
in those papers, the semiclassical Einstein equation is used together with averaged energy conditions to
identify a class of physically admissible spacetimes and states. Such conditions are also used to derive
singularity theorems on semiclassical grounds. For a general review about classical and quantum energy
inequalities and further references about this topic, see [KS20].
The presence of Hawking radiation and the related evaporation are often ascribed to the presence
of an anomalous trace in the stress-energy tensor of a quantum matter field near black hole horizons
[CF77, DFU76, FD76, Bar81, Bar14]. In the framework of quantum fields on curved spacetimes, such an
anomalous trace is a local contribution which depends only on the geometry and the linear equation
of motion of the matter field. Moreover, it arises in any covariant regularization procedure, which
gives origin to a covariantly conserved stress-energy tensor :Tµν :, while breaking the classical conformal
invariance of Tµν [Wal77, Wal78, BD84, HW04, Mor02]. Here, we shall describe the quantum matter by
a quantum massless conformally-coupled scalar field. The expectation values of the stress-energy tensor
h:Tµν :iω , and of the vacuum polarization :φ2 : ω are not explicitly available, when the background is
a generic dynamical black hole (see [Can80, How84, AHS95, AGCF20] and the references therein for an
analysis of the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor and of vacuum polarization on Schwarzschild
spacetime). Actually, from a mathematical point of view the computation of the expectation values of
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quadratic observables like Tµν and φ2 is not straightforward and requests some prescriptions about the
choice of the state ω, which must be sufficiently regular to give finite expectation values of normal ordered
fields [Wal95,HW01,HW02,BFK96]. On the other hand, the trace-anomaly of the quantum stress-energy
tensor can be evaluated explicitly and independently of the state also for dynamical black holes. For a
discussion about quantum field theory on curved spacetimes and its applications like Hawking radiation,
see [HW15].
In this paper we analyze the influence of a massless conformally-coupled quantum scalar field on a
spherically symmetric dynamical black hole formed after a gravitational collapse, namely a solution of the
(semiclassical) Einstein equation with future outer trapping horizon H and fully described by the Hawking
mass m(V, U ) and the radius r(V, U ) in double-null coordinates (V, U ). First, we study the dynamics of
the expansion parameter θ+ of an outgoing null geodesics congruence emanated from the horizon, with
a purely local dynamical equation. The expansion parameter is directly related to the derivative of the
black hole mass along the outgoing null geodesics. We then use a semiclassical Raychaudhuri equation
to relate the V −derivative of that expansion with h:TV V :iω , which describes the flux of ingoing energy,
and we show that a negative flux on the horizon induces a positive variation of the expansion parameter
and consequently a mass loss; in other words, the spatial area of the dynamical horizon is shrinking and
the black hole is evaporating. More precisely, as recalled in eqs. (23) to (25), a negative energy flux is
directly related to the derivative of the mass with respect to the advanced time v in advanced EddingtonFinkelstein coordinates (v, r). The negative derivative of the mass (with respect to v) drives the decrease
of the spatial area of the dynamical horizon, which turns to be a timelike surface. In addition, assuming
the validity of the semiclassical Einstein equation and quantum matter with vanishing initial conditions
in the past, we show in Theorem 3.1 that ∆M , the total variation of the mass, can be obtained applying
the divergence theorem (Stokes’ theorem) to a current Jrµ given in eq. (26) on a suitable domain. We
shall see in eq. (33) that ∆M is sourced by a volume integral involving the divergence of the current
Jrµ , while it is balanced by a boundary contribution proportional to h:TU V :iω . Such a volume integral
corresponds also to the outgoing positive flux emitted towards future infinity, see eq. (35).
Then, we consider the role of the trace anomaly in this balance to show that a negative mass variation
always occurs under certain conditions on the matter. In the case of a massless quantum matter scalar
field conformally coupled with the curvature, h:Tρ ρ :iω does not depend on the quantum state ω, but it
is only a local function of the curvature of the spacetime. Its explicit form is given in eq. (37). We
show in Theorem 4.1 that this anomalous term induces a negative variation of the mass, and hence it
sources the evaporation process of the black hole, when a certain averaged energy condition is assumed
on the component h:TU V :iω , see eq. (39). We observe that this energy condition is physically reasonable
in the light of Hayward’s interpretation of h:TU V :iω as the work done by the matter field on the system.
Furthermore, it is fulfilled in case of classical matter which sources most of the physical realistic models of
gravitational collapse, e.g. in those of Oppenheimer-Snyder and Lemaı̂tre-Tolman-Bondi (see e.g. [GP09]
and references therein) and also when the collapsing matter is described by a classical scalar field, as
shown in the works of Christodoulou [Chr86a,Chr86b,Chr91]. As an example, we consider the evaporation
induced on the spacetime generated by a null radiating star, namely the Vaidya spacetime, parametrized
by the time-dependent mass function m(v) in coordinates (v, r). In this case, the anomalous term takes
the simple form of eq. (40) and the rate of evaporation can be evaluated explicitly, after obtaining the
negative flux h:TV V :iω on the horizon from the conservation equation ∇µ h:Tµν :iω = 0 along ingoing null
geodesics (see eqs. (42) to (44)).
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we recollect some geometric aspects of spherically
symmetric spacetimes and apparent horizons and we recall Hayward’s thermodynamic interpretation of
black hole dynamics. In Section 3 we describe the semiclassical process of evaporation due to the negative
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ingoing flux on the horizon and provide an equation for the variation of the mass. In Section 4 we show
that the quantum trace anomaly of a free massless conformally-coupled scalar field drives the evaporation
assuming a certain averaged quantum energy inequality, which is also satisfied by the background matter
in most realistic classical models of collapse. As an example, we compute the rate of evaporation in the
Vaidya spacetime. Section 5 contains the conclusions and some possible future developments. The proofs
of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 are collected in the Appendix.

2

Spherically symmetric black holes

Each spherically symmetric spacetime (M, g) can be always represented by the manifold M = Γ × S2 ,
where S2 is the two-dimensional sphere of unital radius and Γ is a two-dimensional space normal to S2 ,
and by the metric
ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν = γij dxi dxj + r2 dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdϕ2 ,

µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3,

i, j = 1, 2,

where r2 ∈ C∞ (Γ) measures the curvature of each sphere. The two-dimensional spacetime (Γ, γ) corresponds to the quotient of M with respect to the SO(3) group centered at the origin r = 0. The invariant
∇µ r∇µ r defines the Misner-Sharp energy
. r
m = (1 − ∇µ r∇µ r) ,
2

(3)

which describes the energy enclosed inside the sphere of radius r (it is a special case of the Hawking mass
for the class of spherically symmetric spacetimes) [MS64, Haw68].
In order to describe an evaporating dynamical black hole, the two-dimensional normal line element
dγ 2 is often represented in the Bardeen-Vaidya metric [Bar81]
dγ 2 = −e2Ψ(v,r) C(v, r)dv 2 + 2eΨ(v,r) dvdr,

(4)

where v is the advanced time and

2m(v, r)
.
C(v, r) = 1 −
.
(5)
r
In this parametrization, which corresponds to the advanced Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates in the
vacuum case, a radial curve at constant v describes an ingoing null geodesic. Different from C(v, r),
Ψ(v, r) is not an invariant due to the parametrization freedom v 7→ ṽ(v).
Since any two-dimensional metric is locally conformally flat, we can also parametrize dγ 2 in terms of
double-null coordinates (V, U )
dγ 2 = −2A(V, U )dV dU
(6)
with respect to the null normal directions ∂V and ∂U . The orientation of the spacetime can be also
chosen so that A(V, U ) > 0 and at spatial infinity ∂V r > 0, ∂U r < 0. The metric is invariant under any
re-parametrization U 7→ Ũ (U ) and V 7→ Ṽ (V ), then we can represents the future-directed null normal
vector fields as
.
.
`+ = A−1 ∂V ,
`− = ∂U ,
(7)
which, respectively, describe the outgoing and the ingoing light rays across the spheres that foliates M.
In this parametrization, the vector field `+ fulfils the geodesic equation whereas `− is an auxiliary vector,
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and they are normalized such that gµν `µ+ `ν− = −1. The local change of coordinates which relates the
metrics (4) and (6) is given by
(
2AdU = e2Ψ(v,r) C(v, r)dv − 2eΨ(v,r) dr,
(8a)
dV = dv.

(8b)

According to the definitions given by Hayward [Hay93,Hay96,Hay98,Hay00], each sphere that foliates M
is defined to be untrapped, marginal or trapped depending on whether the dual vector ∇µ r is spacelike,
lightlike or timelike, respectively. If ∇µ r is future/past-directed, then the sphere is future/past trapped :
the past case is related to white holes, whereas the future one to black holes, where both outgoing and
ingoing light rays are trapped into the surfaces. An hypersurface foliated by marginal spheres is called
a trapping horizon and a trapping horizon is outer, degenerate or inner when ∇2 r > 0, ∇2 r = 0 or
∇2 r < 0, respectively. In the (V, U ) foliation one considers the expansion parameters of the congruences
of outgoing/ingoing radial null geodesics
. 2
θ− =
∂U r.
Ar

. 2
∂V r,
θ+ =
Ar

(9)

Then, a trapping surface is defined as a compact spatial two-surface with θ+ θ− ≥ 0; it is future/past
when θ± > 0 or θ± < 0, respectively, and marginal when θ+ = 0. A trapping horizon is defined as an
hypersurface foliated by marginal surfaces; moreover, it is future if θ− < 0 or past if θ− > 0, outer if
∂U θ+ < 0 or inner if ∂U θ+ > 0. Note that both the expansions are smooth functions outside r = 0 since
M is smooth. In the framework of black hole physics, an apparent horizon is defined to be a future outer
trapping horizon satisfying
H

θ+ = 0,

H

θ− < 0,

H

∂U θ+ < 0,

(10)

where the subscript H labels the evaluation on the apparent horizon. The first two conditions capture
the fact that no outgoing rays can escape from H, different from the ingoing ones which are converging
therein; the third condition means that the area of the outgoing congruence is increasing just outside
H and it is decreasing just inside H. On spherically symmetric spacetimes, the apparent horizon is the
three-dimensional hypersurface
H = {(pγ , Ω) ∈ M :

r − 2m = 0} ,

(11)

which is also a dynamical horizon according to the definition given in [AK02, AK03, AK04]. Hence, the
.
mass of the black hole M is defined as the Misner-Sharp energy evaluated on the horizon rH = 2m
rH
.
.
M = m(rH ) =
2

(12)

In coordinates (v, r) the apparent horizon is described by the line rH (v) defined by C(v, r) = 0. Further.
more, the mass M (v) = m (v, rH (v)) is fully determined by the rate of evaporation
.
Ṁ (v) = ∂v M (v).
(13)
On spherically symmetric spacetimes a preferred notion of “time” exists due to the definition of the
Kodama vector [Kod80, AV10]
.
K = g −1 (∗dr) = A−1 (∂V r∂U − ∂U r∂V ) ,
(14)
where ∗ is the Hodge operator in the space normal to the spheres. This vector reduces to be parallel to
the timelike Killing vector ∂t on static spherically symmetric spacetimes. Considering any covariantly
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conserved tensor T µ ν , even if K is not a Killing field, it holds that ∇µ K µ = 0 and thus it can be used to
define covariantly conserved currents
∇µ (T µ ν K ν ) = 0.
(15)
The Kodama vector is timelike on untrapped spheres, namely in the region outside the horizon, and
becomes lightlike on a marginal sphere, and eventually it is spacelike on trapped surfaces, i.e., in the
interior of the black hole. From the definition of K, one obtains also that
H

LK Kµ = K ν (∇ν Kµ − ∇µ Kν ) = ±κKµ ,

(16)

where LK denotes the Lie derivative along K and
. 1
κ = γ ij ∇i ∇j r.
2

(17)

Hence, eq. (17) corresponds to the definition of the surface gravity for a dynamical black hole and reduces
to the standard one in the case of a Killing vector field (for a discussion about the different definitions
of κ in literature, see e.g. [VAC11]). Thus, κ represents the gravitational acceleration detected along the
black hole horizon. From the definition (17), a trapping horizon is outer, degenerate or inner when κ is
positive, null or negative, respectively; in particular κ > 0 along an apparent horizons like H.
A thermodynamic interpretation of the evolution of the mass along apparent horizons has been given
by Hayward [Hay98], who proved the first law of black hole (thermo)dynamics for spherically symmetric
black holes,
κ
∂k A + w∂k V.
(18)
∂k m =
8π
Here, ∂k f = k·∇f denotes the derivative along any vector field k tangent to the horizon, m is the mass (3),
.
κ is the surface gravity (17), A = 4πr2 is the area, V = 34 πr3 the volume and w = − 12 γ ij Tij = A−1 TU V is
the work density done by the matter field. Furthermore, assuming the Einstein equation w = (8π)−1 Rθ θ ,
κ=

m
− 4πrw.
r2

(19)

As in the case of static black holes, the thermodynamic interpretation of eq. (18) can be made precise
only if the surface gravity is proportional to an actual temperature. This is really the case of a static
black hole, where κ/2π, in natural units, equals the Hawking temperature of Hawking radiation observed
at future infinity [Haw75, FH90, KW91, Wal01]. In the dynamical case, it is possible to show that the
very same temperature can be seen in the tunnelling probability of matter across dynamical horizons. A
derivation of this fact involving the WKB approximation for the one particle excitations can be found
in [DNVZZ07,HDVNZ09], based on the ideas presented in [PW00]. Moreover, another derivation focusing
on the properties of states for quantum fields near apparent horizons is presented in [KPV21]. The latter
observation enforces the statement that κ defined in eq. (17) must be a positive quantity at least near
the apparent horizon.

3

A semiclassical model of evaporation

The local dynamics of the apparent horizon H can be analyzed by studying the evolution of the expansion
parameter θ+ given in eq. (9) along an outgoing null geodesic parametrized by `+ . Denoting with
.
d/dλ = `µ+ ∇µ the directional derivative along `+ , the semiclassical Einstein equation GV V = 8π h:TV V :iω
reads
dθ+
1 2
(20)
= − θ+
− 8π h:Tµν :iω `µ+ `ν+ ,
dλ
2
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which represents the Raychaudhuri equation for the null affine-parametrized outgoing geodesics congruence [Wal84] (it is sometimes referred also as the Landau-Raychaudhuri equation). For classical black
holes, h:Tµν :iω is replaced by Tµν , hence dθ+ /dλ ≤ 0 from the null energy condition Tµν `µ+ `ν+ ≥ 0. Thus,
assuming the initial condition θ+ (V0 ) = 2/(Ar) > 0 at the beginning of the collapse, there must exist
a region where θ+ = 0 for V > V0 , namely that a trapped surface has formed during the gravitational
collapse. On the other hand, when evaluated on the apparent horizon (θ+ = 0) and in the semiclassical
case, eq. (20) reduces to
h:TV V :iω
dθ+ H
.
(21)
= −8π
dλ
A2
Hence, the presence of a negative ingoing energy flux h:TV V :iω on H, violating the null energy condition,
implies that dθ+ /dλ > 0 locally on the horizon. Therefore, the trapped surface formed during the collapse
tends to disappear, namely it evaporates. This process of evaporation of the horizon makes manifest as
a loss of the black hole mass given in eq. (12). Given a one-dimensional portion of horizon δH ⊆ πγ (H),
where πγ : Γ ×r2 S2 → Γ denotes the natural projection on the first pair of coordinates, let us define the
variation of mass of the black hole on δH
Z
.
dm.
(22)
∆M =
δH

In coordinates (v, r), δH is the line enclosed between two arbitrary points (vP , rH (vP )) and (vQ , rH (vQ ))
in the (v, r) plane. On H, the relation dr = (1−2∂r m)−1 2∂v mdv holds and eq. (21) becomes a dynamical
law for the rate Ṁ defined in eq. (13). Actually, after rescaling v so that Ψ(v, rH ) = 0, both eq. (21) and
H
the semiclassical equation Gvv r2 = 8π h:Tvv :iω r2 read
Ṁ (v) = AH (v) h:Tvv :iω (v, rH (v)),

(23)

.
2
where AH = 4πrH
denotes the area of the horizon. Thus, evaluating the surface gravity (17) on H,
Z

vQ

∆M =
vP
H

Ṁ
dv = 4π
4M κ

Z

vQ

vP

M
h:Tvv :iω (rH )dv.
κ

(24)

H

Since κ > 0 and h:Tvv :iω = h:TV V :iω , both the rate of evaporation (13) and the variation of the mass (22)
are negative when h:TV V :iω < 0 on the horizon. Moreover, if we consider the vector in the (v, r) plane
.
nH = g µν ∂ν H∂µ normal to the apparent horizon H, we have that
H

gµν nµH nνH = −16M κṀ .

(25)

So, if ∆M < 0 then Ṁ < 0 and nH is spacelike, hence H is a timelike surface, namely it is evaporating.
Finally, one can explicitly relate ∆M to the expectation value of certain components of the stress-energy
tensor outside the horizon, using the divergence theorem (Stokes’ theorem) for suitable currents on a
suitable domain. To this end, let us introduce the following currents obtained contracting the expectation
values of the stress-energy tensor with the gradient ∇r and with the Kodama vector (14)
.
Jrµ = h:T µν :iω ∇ν r = J1µ + J2ν = :T U µ : ω ∂U r + :T V µ : ω ∂V r,
µ .
JK
= h:T µν :iω Kν = J1µ − J2ν = :T U µ : ω ∂U r − :T V µ : ω ∂V r.

(26)
(27)

.
Denoting by ∇ · J = ∇µ J µ the divergence of the current J, from eq. (15) we get ∇ · JK = 0, which implies
that ∇ · J1 = ∇ · J2 and ∇ · J1 = 21 ∇ · Jr . Moreover, we observe that on the horizon J2 = 0 because
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∂V r = 0. The domain D, over which the divergence theorem is applied, is obtained considering
.
S0 = {(V, U, θ, ϕ) ∈ M | V = V0 , U = U0 },
.
S1 = {(V, U, θ, ϕ) ∈ M | V = V1 , U = U0 },

(28)
(29)

where U0 , V0 and V1 > V0 are chosen such that both S0 and S1 lie outside the apparent horizon H and in
such a way that (V1 , U2 )×S2 is contained on H for some U2 . Consider now δH×S2 the portion of H which
intersects J + (S0 )∩(M\I(S1 )). We denote by PH = (V1 , U2 ) and QH = (V0 , U1 ) the extreme points of δH
in the (V, U ) plane. The domain D × S2 is then obtained considering the portion of J + (S0 ) ∩ (M \ I(S1 ))
which lies outside the apparent horizon H. If H is spacelike or null,
.
D × S2 = J + (S0 ) ∩ J − (δH × S2 ),
(30)
while, if H is timelike,
−

.
D × S2 = J + (S0 ) ∩ O,

2

(31)

where O is the portion of J (δH × S ) which lies outside the horizon. With these definitions, we denote
by ρ0 , δ0 , γ ∈ ∂D the one-dimensional curves in the (V, U ) plane between (V0 , U1 ) and (V0 , U0 ), (V0 , U0 )
and (V1 , U0 ), (V1 , U0 ) and (V1 , U2 ), respectively. See Figure 1 for a representation of D.

(V1 , U2 )
U
δH

γ

(V0 , U1 )

(V1 , U0 )

D
ρ0
δ0
V
(V0 , U0 )

Figure 1: Picture of the domain of integration D given a spacelike portion δH of the apparent horizon. In
this case, D × S2 = J + ((V0 , U0 ) × S2 ) ∩ J − (δH × S2 ), with U2 < U1 . The initial data are posed on the curves ρ0
and δ0 of the boundary ∂D.

Thus, we have the following
Theorem 3.1. Consider a spherically symmetric spacetime parametrized in double-null coordinates
(V, U ) and a quantum stress-energy tensor h:Tµν :iω which respects the spherical symmetry and which
satisfies the following initial conditions at the boundary of J + (S0 ), where S0 is given in eq. (28):
h:Tµν :iω (p) = 0,

h:Tµν :iω (p) = 0,

p ∈ ∂J + (S0 ).

(32)

Consider the domain D introduced in eq. (30) or in eq. (31), where we have denoted the disjoint components of ∂D by δH, ρ0 , δ0 , γ and where PH and QH are the extreme points of δH as explained above
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(see also Figure 1). Then the variation of the mass (22) is given in terms of the current Jr defined in
eq. (26) as
Z
Z U2
h:TU V :iω r2
∆M = −2π
(−∂U r)dU,
(33)
∇ · Jr dVD − 4π
A
D
U0
where dVD = Ar2 dV ∧ dU is the volume form of the domain D and ∇ · Jr is the divergence of the current
Jr on M. Equivalently, eq. (33) can be written in the form
∆M = −4π

Z

U2

U0

h:TU U :iω r2
∂V rdU − 4π
A

U2

Z

U0

h:TU V :iω r2
(−∂U r)dU.
A

(34)

Hence, the outgoing flux h:TU U :iω emitted from δH is given by
Z

U2

U0

h:TU U :iω r2
1
∂V rdU =
A
2

Z
D

∇ · Jr dVD ,

(35)

Proof. See the Appendix A.1
Even if the state ω used to compute the expectation values of the stress-energy tensor is not explicitly
given, we have assumed implicitly that all the integrals involving h:Tµν :iω in Theorem 3.1 are well-defined
on (M, g), namely, we have assumed that the state is sufficiently regular to give finite expectation values
to h:Tµν :iω and their averages.
In view of eq. (18), i.e., the first law of black hole dynamics stated by Hayward, we can give a physical
meaning to the single contributions appearing in eqs. (33) and (34). Actually, the first equation entails
that the variation of the mass on the apparent horizon is sourced by the non-vanishing divergence of the
radial current Jr and balanced by the semiclassical work h:w:iω = A−1 h:TU V :iω done by the quantum
matter field on the geometry. Furthermore, the divergence term ∇ · Jr is responsible of the appearance
of an outgoing energy flux h:TU U :iω , which is the origin of the radiation emitted by the black hole and
seen at future infinity. With this latter observation, it is natural to expect that the quantum state ω is
such that
Z U2
h:TU U :iω r2
∂V rdU ≥ 0,
(36)
A
U0
which can be thought as an averaged energy condition along a portion of a null ingoing geodesic, smeared
by the smooth positive function ∂V r. In the case of matter fields and spacetimes in which h:w:iω = 0,
from eq. (34) we have that the variation of mass is exactly equal to the outgoing energy flux emitted at
infinity. We also observe that if the black hole is evaporating, ∆M < 0 and hence the right-hand side of
eq. (34) must be negative in that case.

4

Evaporation induced by the trace anomaly and applications
to physically relevant spacetimes

For a free massless conformally-coupled scalar field φ, the non-vanishing trace of the quantum stressenergy tensor h:Tµν :iω does not depend on the choice of the quantum state ω, but it is fixed by the
geometry of the spacetime to be equal to the quantum trace anomaly. In four dimensions, it reads


1
h:Tρ ρ :iω = λ Cαβ γδ Cγδ αβ + Rµ ν Rν µ − R2 ,
(37)
3

9

where

.
λ=

1
,
720(4π 2 )

(38)

Cαβ γδ is the Weyl tensor, Rµ ν the Ricci tensor and R the Ricci scalar [Wal78]. Using the results stated
in the previous section, we shall now see how a non-vanishing trace anomaly fixes the sign of ∇ · Jr in eq.
(33) and thus driving the evaporation, once a quantum energy condition on the matter field state holds.
This result is contained in the following
Theorem 4.1. Under the geometric assumptions of Theorem 3.1, consider a free massless, conformally
coupled scalar field φ and its quantum anomalous trace given by eq. (37). Suppose that the quantum state
ω satisfies the initial conditions stated in eq. (32) and suppose that it fulfils
Z

UH

U0

h:TU V :iω r2
f (V, U )AdU ≥ 0
A

(39)

for all strictly positive functions f (V, U ) ∈ C∞ (M), along any ingoing radial null curve connecting the
initial point (V, U0 ) and (V, UH ) ∈ δH at fixed V . Then ∆M < 0, namely evaporation occurs along δH.
Proof. See the Appendix A.2
The hypothesis stated in eq. (39) represents a sort of averaged energy condition for the state ω. If
the smearing function is f (V, U ) = A−1 (−∂U r), eq. (39) implies that the integral involving A−1 h:TU V :iω
inside the eq. (34) contributes negatively to the variation of the mass. We observe that the hypotheses
of Theorem 4.1 can be weakened. Actually, the proof and thus the thesis of Theorem 4.1 holds even if
we assume that eq. (39) holds only for the particular function f (V, U ) given in eq. (57). For a classical
free matter field, the initial conditions (32) are clearly compatible with h:TU V :iω = 0. Thus, in that case
hypothesis (39) holds trivially. Moreover, that condition is fully compatible with the thermodynamic
interpretation given by Hayward of h:w:iω = A−1 h:TU V :iω as the work done by the quantum matter field
on the system, which is usually expected to be positive.
On the other hand, the lack of control on the evolution of a quantum state ω compatible with eq.
(32) prevents us to verify the desired averaged energy condition explicitly. However, we expect that such
a condition is fulfilled at least in an approximate way. Namely, if we assume the background geometry
outside the black hole horizon to be close to a spacetime resulting in a classical model of collapse, we
expect that the quantum component h:TU V :iω is compatible with the Einstein tensor of that spacetime
in which quantum matter propagates. Under this approximation, the condition (39) is often satisfied even pointwise - in the most realistic spherically symmetric models of collapse, where the background
matter fulfils the dominant energy condition A−1 TU V ≥ 0.
As examples, we can think at the Lemaı̂tre-Tolman-Bondi models like the Oppenheimer-Snyder
solution, where the collapse is driven by an (in)homogeneous spherical cloud of dust at zero pressure satisfying the weak energy condition, see e.g. [GP09] and references therein. Furthermore, in
the work of Christodoulou about the collapse in the case of matter described by a classical scalar
field [Chr86a, Chr86b, Chr91] the collapsing matter is described by a classical massless scalar field φ
that is invariant under rotations and having stress-energy tensor given by Tµν = ∂µ φ∂ν φ − 12 gµν ∂ρ φ∂ ρ φ.
Hence, TU V = 0 and the dominant energy condition holds again.
Actually, there are two special backgrounds fulfilling TU V = 0 from the Einstein equation GU V =
8πTU V = 0, namely the Schwarzschild and the Vaidya spacetimes. The former describes a static
spherically symmetric black hole, while the latter defines the geometry outside a null radiating star,
see e.g. [GP09] and references therein. In Bardeen-Vaidya parametrization (4), the Schwarzschild and
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the Vaidya metrics are obtained by choosing m ∈ R+ and m = m(v), respectively, and by fixing
Ψ(v, r) = 0. In these cases, the semiclassical regime where Rµνρσ Rµνρσ  m4P is always satisfied for
m/mP  (3/4)1/4 ' 0.93, which holds for astrophysical masses (for a solar mass, M /mP ' 1038 ).
Whereas in the Schwarzschild spacetime the variation of the mass on the horizon is always zero, in the
Vaidya spacetime the trace anomaly is
h:Tρ ρ :iω = 48λ

M (v)2
,
r6

(40)

where λ is the coefficient (38). In this case the rate of evaporation can be directly computed using
eq. (23) after evaluating the negative ingoing flux h:TV V :iω on H. To obtain h:TV V :iω , we employ the
conservation equation ∇µ h:TµV :iω = 0, which reads
−

D
E ∂ r


1
1
V
∂U h:TV V :iω r2 − 2 ∂V A−1 h:TU V :iω r2 − 2 :Tθ θ :
= 0.
2
Ar
r
ω r

Using the relation
E
h:TU V :iω
1
:Tθ θ : =
+ h:Tρ ρ :iω ,
(41)
A
2
ω
and assuming the Vaidya spacetime to be a solution of the semiclassical equation h:TU V :iω = GU V /8π = 0,
the ingoing flux fulfils the following differential equation in (v, r) coordinates


1
2M (v)
∂r (h:TV V :iω r2 ) = 24λM (v)2
−
.
r5
r6
D

Integrating in (rH , ∞) and imposing the initial condition h:TV V :iω r2 → 0 when r → ∞, we get
2 H

h:TV V :iω r = −24λM

2

Z

+∞



rH

2M (v)
1
−
r5
r6


dr = −

3λ
.
40M (v)2

(42)

Hence, the rate of evaporation obtained from eq. (23) is
Ṁ (v) = −

3πλ
.
10M (v)2

(43)

Eq. (43) is an ordinary differential equation with respect to v and it can be integrated by separation of
variables, yielding the evaporation law
M 3 (v) = M03 −

9πλ
(v − v0 ),
10

(44)

.
where we have defined the total initial mass M0 = M (v0 ) at the initial time v0 . Thus, the evaporation
.
process is completed in the time interval ∆v = v − v0 = 10M03 /(9πλ). Moreover, according to the first
law given in (18) for the Vaidya spacetime, the negative rate (43) induces also a shrink of the area of
.
the horizon AH , whose rate of variation ȦH (v) = ∂v A(v, rH (v)) is governed by Ṁ (v) = (κ/8π)ȦH (v).
.
Hence, a negative variation of the Wald-Kodama dynamical entropy SH = AH /4 [AH99, HMA99] holds,
namely
12π 2 λ
dSH (v)
=−
.
(45)
dv
5M (v)
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Conclusion

In this paper we have studied the process of evaporation of a four-dimensional dynamical spherically
symmetric black hole, in the framework of quantum field theory on curved spacetimes and semiclassical
gravity. We have shown that an evaporating black hole is always obtained when a negative ingoing flux
appears on the horizon. This flux is responsible of the negative variation of the black hole mass, which
was expressed in terms of the work done by the matter field and the outgoing flux emitted towards future
infinity. In this model, the evaporation process is always sourced by the trace anomaly of a free massless,
conformally-coupled scalar field when the quantum state, or alternatively the classical background matter,
fulfils a sort of quantum averaged energy condition and once suitable vacuum-like initial conditions are
assumed. Finally, we have computed the rate of evaporation explicitly in the Vaidya spacetime, finding
that it is proportional to M −2 as in the Schwarzschild case.
A generalization of this paper can be carried out by extending our analysis to arbitrary massless
conformally coupled fields, after modifying the coefficient λ inside the trace anomaly given in eq. (37).
In the general case, the four-dimensional anomalous trace is given by h:Tρ ρ :iω = bF F + bG G, where
F = Cαβγδ C αβγδ is the square of the Weyl tensor, G = Rµνρσ Rµνρσ − 4Rµν Rµν + R2 is the Euler density
and bF , bG are coefficients depending on the numbers of particles ns of spin s. For the explicit values
of bF and bG , see e.g. [BD84]. We argue that a generalization of the Theorem 4.1 can be obtained for
arbitrary fields after choosing properly the coefficients inside h:Tρ ρ :iω . The generalization of the analysis
presented in this paper beyond the spherically symmetric case, namely when the presence of rotation is
considered, both on the Kerr and Kerr-Vaidya spacetimes [DT20] is still an open problem.
More generally, the study we have performed should be viewed as a first step towards approaching the
more general issue of the evaporation in semiclassical gravity. The next step should consist in studying
the back-reaction of the quantum matter field by using the semiclassical Einstein equation and restricting
the class of the solutions with the averaged quantum energy conditions on h:Tµν :iω . This problem was
solved in the two-dimensional case in [APR11b,APR11a], but it is still open in the four-dimensional case,
because of the difficulties in controlling the state-dependent contributions in the expectation values of
the stress-energy tensor h:Tµν :iω . At the same time, only the knowledge of the details of the state allows
to check the validity of the energy conditions assumed in this paper and to analyze the form of the exact
solution of the semiclassical equation. However, we think that a study similar to the one in [MPS20] for
cosmological spacetimes may represent a possible way to solve the semiclassical Einstein equation even
for the class of dynamical black holes.
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A

Proofs of theorems

In this appendix we collect the proofs of the theorems stated in the main text.

A.1

Proof of Theorem 3.1

Using that T U V = A−2 TU V and T U U = A−2 TV V we can relate the current J1 defined in eq. (26) to the
variation of the mass (22) computed along the line enclosed between (V0 , U1 ), (V1 , U2 ) ∈ δH in the (V, U )
plane (see Figure 1). In (V, U ) coordinates, the derivatives of the Misner-Sharp energy (3) read

4πr2


 ∂V m =
(h:TU V :iω ∂V r − h:TV V :iω ∂U r) ,
(46a)
A
2


 ∂U m = 4πr (h:TU V :iω ∂U r − h:TU U :iω ∂V r) .
(46b)
A
H

Evaluating eqs. (46a) and (46b) on ∂V r = 0, we obtain that


Z
Z

h:TV U :iω
h:TV V :iω
Ar2 J1V dU − J1U dV .
dV −
dU = 4π
∆M = 4π
r2 (−∂U r)
A
A
δH
δH

(47)

Eq. (33) can be obtained by applying the divergence theorem (Stokes’ theorem) to the current J1 on the
domain D × S2 . Using the spherical symmetry to integrate out the angular variables (ϕ, θ), we obtain
that
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
J1U Ar2 dV − J1V Ar2 dU.
J1V Ar2 dU +
−
(∇ · J1 ) dVD =
(J1V Ar2 dU − J1U Ar2 dV ) +
D

δH

ρ0

δ0

γ

With the choice of the initial conditions (32), both the integrals along ρ0 and δ0 vanish. By substitution
of eq. (47) at the place of the integral over δH, we get
Z
Z U2
∆M
−
(∇ · J1 ) dVD =
−
Ar2 J1V dU.
4π
D
U0
Thus, eq. (33) is obtained by employing the definition J1 = (Jr − JK )/2, where Jr and JK are given in
eqs. (26) and (27), and by using that ∇ · J1 = 21 ∇ · Jr , since ∇ · JK = 0 everywhere.
The proof of eq. (34) can be achieved by applying the divergence theorem (Stokes’ theorem) to the
current JK , after observing that ∇ · JK = 0 and JK = J1 on the horizon. Eventually, eq. (35) is obtained
by comparing eqs. (33) and (34).

A.2

Proof of Theorem 4.1

The proof consists in applying the divergence theorem (Stokes’ theorem) on the domain D × S2 for a
current J˜ which is a weighted version of J1 given in eqs. (26) and (27). The weight is given in terms of
a strictly positive function f (V, U ) which will be fixed later. For sake of simplicity, we shall set 8πG = 1
in the semiclassical equations. Let us define
.
J˜µ = ξ ν h:Tνµ :iω ,
ξ ν = f (V, U )(∂V )ν
and the weighted variation of the mass
.
∆h M =

Z
hdm
δH
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(48)

with respect to the function
. f (V, U )A(V, U )
h(V, U ) =
.
−∂U r(V, U )

(49)

The divergence of J˜ is related to the variation of the weighted mass by the following
Lemma A.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 in the domain D of Figure 1,
Z
Z U2
h:TU V :iω
˜ D − 4π
f Ar2 dU.
∆h M = −4π
∇ · JdV
A
D
U0
Proof. Using eqs. (48) and (49), we have that
Z
∆h M = 4π
δH

(50)



r2 J˜V dV − J˜U dU .

Hence, the proof is accomplished applying the divergence theorem (Stokes’ theorem) to the weighted
current J˜µ on the domain D × S2 , similarly to what already done in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the
current Jr .
Using the conservation equation ∇µ h:Tµν :iω = 0 and the relation (41), we obtain that




h:TV V :iω
h:TU V :iω
h:TU V :iω ∂V A
h:TU V :iω ∂V r
∂V r
∇ · J˜ = −
∂U f +
∂V f + f −
+2
+ h:Tρ ρ :iω
.
A
A
A
A
A
r
r
Here, h:Tρ ρ :iω is a geometric quantity given in terms of the trace anomaly in eq. (37). There we can
isolate a positive contribution after computing explicitly the product Cαβ γδ Cγδ αβ = (R + 12κ/r)2 and
the difference


2  θ  2
RU U RV V
2
1 2
8A
ν
µ
UV
+
g RU V + Rθ
Rµ Rν − R = 2
+ 2 Rθ θ RU V .
3
A
A
3
3r
Employing the semiclassical equations RU U = h:TU U :iω , RV V = h:TV V :iω and GU V = h:TU V :iω = ARθ θ ,
the anomaly can be rewritten as
!
2



2  θ  2
h:TU U :iω h:TV V :iω
h:TU V :iω
2
8A
12κ
ρ
UV
+
g RU V + Rθ
+ 2 RU V
,
+2
h:Tρ :iω = λ
R+
r
3
A
A
3r
A
where the first two terms are manifestly positive. Plugging this expression inside eq. (50) yields
!
2

Z
2 2  θ 2 ∂V r
2 UV
12κ
∆h M = −4πλ
R+
+
g RU V +
Rθ
f dVD
r
3
3
r
D

Z 

h:TU V :iω
∂V f
8A
− 4π
−
+ ∂V log A−1 r2 + λ 3 ∂V rRU V
f dVD
f
3r
A
D

Z U2
Z 
h:TU V :iω r2
2∂V r h:TU U :iω h:TV V :iω
∂U f
− 4π
−
+λ
f dVD − 4π
f AdU.
f
r
A
A
A
U0
D

(51)

Since D is a normal domain, e.g. with respect to the V -axis for any F(V, U ) ∈ C∞ (M), it holds that
Z
Z V1
Z UH (V )
F(V, U )dVD =
dV
F(V, U )Ar2 dU,
(52)
D

V0

U0
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where UH (V ) is the solution of 2r(V, U ) − m(V, U ) = 0.
Our aim is to prove now that ∆h M is strictly negative using eq. (51). Notice that the first terms in
the right-hand side gives a negative contribution to ∆h M because ∂V r > 0 outside the apparent horizon.
Hence, we isolate all the integrals of this form and we tame the effects of the other choosing carefully the
function f . Actually, we want to find a function f (V, U ) > 0 such that all these unwanted terms in eq.
(51) vanish. Let us define the following two functions
Z
h:TU U :iω
. 8A
. 2
(53)
,
α(V, U ) = 3 ∂V rRU V − ∂V β(V, U )dU.
β(V, U ) = ∂V r
r
A
3r
The U -derivative of f is fixed in such a way to cancel the volume integral whose integrand is proportional
to h:TV V :iω , namely it must be a solution of the equation


∂U f
2∂V r h:TU U :iω
−
+λ
= 0.
f
r
A
Hence, we get
 Z

f (V, U ) = f0 (V ) exp λ β(V, U )dU ,
where f0 (V ) is an integration constant. Plugging this function f (V, U ) in the contributions of eq. (51)
whose integrands are proportional to h:TU V :iω and defining
UH (V )

 Z

h:TU V :iω
G(V, U ) exp λ β(V, U )dU Ar2 dU,
γ1 (V ) =
A
U0
 Z

Z UH (V )
h:TU V :iω
γ2 (V ) =
exp λ β(V, U )dU Ar2 dU,
A
U0
Z

(54)
(55)

where


4A 2
.
G(V, U ) = ∂V log A−1 r2 + λα(V, U ) = ∂V log A−1 r2 + λ 2 ∂V rRU V − λ
3r r

Z
∂V β(V, U )dU,

(56)

we obtain that

Z 

h:TU V :iω
8A
∂V f
+ ∂V log A−1 r2 + λ 3 ∂V rRU V
f dVD =
−
f
3r
A
D



Z 
Z V1

h:TU V :iω
∂V f0
∂ V f0
−1 2
=
−
f dVD =
+ ∂V log A r + λα(V, U )
f0 (V ) −
γ2 (V ) + γ1 (V ) dV.
f0
A
f0
D
V0
R

γ1 (V )
dV
, where C is a strictly positive integration
This integral vanishes e.g. for f0 (V ) = C exp
γ2 (V )
constant. Therefore,
Z

Z
γ1 (V )
f (V, U ) = exp
dV + λ β(V, U )dU
(57)
γ2 (V )
is a well-defined strictly positive smooth function in D, constructed by the functions given in eqs. (53)
to (56), such that ∆h M < 0. With this choice of f (V, U ), h(V, U ) given in eq. (49) is also positive and
smooth. Hence, it is bounded from below in δH, so 0 > ∆h M ≥ C 0 ∆M , where C 0 is another strictly
positive constant, and the proof of the Theorem holds.
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